
What is the future of sustainable agriculture?
Tomorrow’s Farm



Where we can get better as an industry 

What we need to get there 

What is the Hebert Group of companies? 

Our definition of sustainability

The sustainable practices we’re already using

Overview



Respect the past

Started in 1978 in Moosomin, SK

Louis and Karen Hebert

320 acres



Growing the future

30,000 acre progressive farm

Family heavily involved

Focused on sustainability, profitability  
and risk management

Run the farm like a business





Can’t is not an option  We employ a team of 15 FT

Grow wheat, canola, oilseeds, malt barley, oats, fall rye

Small Grains Research partner with John Deere 



Sustainability - what does it mean?

We live and breathe this on the farm  
every day

It has been a value in farming for centuries 

Would feed my kids anything straight off  
the field  

Legacy statement - leave land & financials  
in better state for tomorrow



Climate Positive Leader 2021

Dr. Rattan Lal - Centre for Carbon 
Management and Sequestration  
at Ohio State University 

Attended Global Farmer Network Round 
Table in Brussels leading up to COP 26

Global Farmer Network



We need to have logical conversations 



Grid soil sampling every four acres  
Allows for highly customized nutrient 
prescriptions even on a large field

Treating all nitrogen with nitrogen 
inhibitors  
Prevents nitrogen breakdown and carbon 
burnout 

Variable-rate fertilizer application  
There is no “flat rate” for fertilizer; only  
use what the soil requires for yield goals 

HGV’s sustainable practices:



Precision equipment with sectional 
control mechanisms  
Sensors prevent overlap or double applications

HGV’s sustainable practices:

Zero tillage/low till farming 
Reduces soil disturbance and carbon 
loss - more prevalent in Western 
Canada 

Rotational and fall cropping 
Increases soil health by extending  the 
number of days the land has vegetation 
that absorbs carbon dioxide



Most dangerous saying in agriculture…

How do we solve this puzzle? Global population and demand for food increasing

Ambitious GHG reduction emission targets in Canada

It will take innovative ideas that need to be scalable

“We’ve always done it this 
way.”



The Farm of Tomorrow

Soil Analysis - what’s happening in  the 4ft 
of soil below ground?

Emissions - how will we measure? 

Carbon as a crop - opportunity to increase  
farm income and investment

Data Analytics - if you can’t measure it, you  
can’t fix it

Plant Genetics - mitigates weeds, insects  
and disease 

4R practices - continue to produce more  
on less inputs

Fertilizer alternatives - biologicals,  
phosphorus from human waste, 
animal waste



Rules for carbon pricing and trading

Conclusion

Strong federal leadership

More collaboration between farmers, grower 
groups, private industry and government

● Keep Canadian brand strong internationally
● Create predictable trading environment
● Transparent, science-based trade rules 

There is still work to be done:



Questions? www.kristjanhebert.com

Connect on Twitter: @kristjanhebert

The Hebert Group

http://www.kristjanhebert.com

